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Abstract. This paper was aimed at implementing fabric-type flexible platform
based complex bio-signal monitoring system which can acquire and monitor
complex bio-signals (heartbeat, body temperature, ECG, and EMG) and
additional situational information (3-axis acceleration, temperature,
illuminance, humidity, and neighboring image) of special workers employed in
special working environments, such as police officers, soldiers, and firefighters,
and at introducing the immediate and efficient measures by preventing various
accidents in the working environments and recognizing the situations that the
workers face.
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1 Introduction
The highly advanced and rapid development of IT and medical technology resulted in
rises in people’s interest not only in the health industry, but in the healthcare area
aimed at alleviating and curing patients’ diseases and in the wellness area aimed at
preventing diseases and improving physical strength of healthy people. In
convergence of the phenomenon with ubiquitous network, it has advanced into the uHealth area, which, with the help of communication technology, goes beyond
hospitals and medical institutes and is being applied to other industrial areas, including
home, mobile environment, offices, and special organizations (e.g., the police, the
military, fire stations).
This study implemented fabric-type flexible platform based complex bio-signal
monitoring system which can acquire and monitor complex bio-signals and situational
information of special workers employed in special working environments, such as
police officers, soldiers, and firefighters in order to maximize work performance
through real-time situational awareness and entailing immediate measures and to lay
the foundation for securing the technology of the service applicable to prevent various
accidents in the working environments and improve public safety.
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2 Main body

2.1 Components of the System
The module which is used to acquire bio-signals of the workers employed in special
working environments should neither impede their work nor get restricted to a
system. Therefore, it is required to design a system reflecting the problem more
carefully and delicately. In this study, this researcher took the problem into account
and produced attachable/detachable non-restraint flexible PCB using wearable typed
fabric electrodes. Fig. 1 presents the whole components of the complex bio-signal
monitoring system based fabric-type flexible platform.

Fig. 1. System components.

The wearable typed flexible platform consists of ECG for monitoring heart
activity, EMG for monitoring muscle fatigue, and complex module for providing
situational information, such as bio signals like body temperature, postures, work rate,
and calorie consumption. Also, it includes the wireless communication module
supporting Bluetooth and a separate camera module helping to visually recognize
external situations so that all kinds of data including visual data can be sent to an
administrator from workers’ mobile devices or PCs.
2.2Algorithms for situational awareness and emergency judgment
In this paper, the algorithms using ECG, 3-axis acceleration sensor, body temperature,
posture, and other parameters were applied for situational awareness and emergency
judgment of workers. For the algorithm using ECG, as shown in Fig. 2, MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia Database was used to reflect ECG data in the direction of LDA (Linear
Discriminant Analysis), and SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithm was applied to
detect arrhythmia (Sensitivity: 99.75%, Specificity: 99.99%).
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Fig. 2.Arrhythmia detection algorithm using LDA and SVM.
For the algorithm for behavior estimation and posture judgment, the mean, standard
deviation, and signal power of the AC signals of 3-axis acceleration signals were used
to classify dynamic movement. Fig. 3 illustrates the time-series change for AC signals
of 3-axis acceleration signals.

Fig. 3.Poster judgment algorithm by 3-axis acceleration sensor.

2.3 System Implementation
In the case of the module to acquire wearable F-PCB based bio signals, to design a
measuring instrument relatively less sensitive to the impedance change between
electrodes and skin, the voltage that occurred in common mode was connected with
negative feedback circuit to reduce the electrode-skin impedance greatly; to design the
integrated system reflecting the electric activity signals of heart and frequency
characteristics of muscle fatigue, the frequency domain of electric heart activity was
0.01~66Hz, and that of muscle fatigue was 5~480Hz. Fig. 4 illustrates the
implemented F-PCB based flexible platform.
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Fig. 4.F-PCB based wireless communication module and bio-signal detection module.
The bio-signal monitoring software was designed to collect various bio signals
from wearing workers and monitor them. The data being received is divided into wave
data and numeric data, each of which is temporarily saved into the data structure for
bio-signal data management and storage and is later either displayed or saved and sent
in database. The interface comprises wave viewer and numeric viewer to make it easy
to analyze and classify bio signals. It reflected bio-signal parameters necessary to be
monitored. Aside from that, it includes Alert Set up Menu for emergency, Setting Bar
for entering users’ information and setting serial ports, and Communication Setup
Popup Menu for data storage and wireless transmission with the central monitoring
system. Fig. 5 illustrates the architecture of bio-signal monitoring software.

Fig. 5. Architecture of bio-signal monitoring software.
The bio-signal monitoring software structuralizes data to remotely gather and
monitor the collected bio signals and sends them to the central monitoring system.
Therefore, the ISO/IEEE 11073 based module to transmit bio signals was developed,
and packets and communication protocol were designed.

3 Conclusion
This study developed fabric-type flexible platform based complex bio-signal
monitoring system which can recognize in real time the situations of workers employed
in special working environments and take immediate measures to maximize work
performance, and prevent various accidents in the their working environments.
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To do that, it produced the flexible PCB attachable and detachable to wearable typed
fabric electrodes to design complex bio-signal detection module, and developed and
applied the algorithms used for situational awareness and emergency judgment on the
basis of the acquired complex bio signals and additional situational information. In
addition, the developed system used the wireless communication method supporting
Bluetooth to guarantee workers’ non-restrict characteristics, applied ISO/IEEE 11073
protocol for transmission of bio signals to support the future expansion with the
central monitoring system and smooth connection with application layered services.
This research and development is expected to lay the foundation for securing the
technology to provide a wide range of services going beyond the u-Healthcare area
which is currently limited to hospitals and clinical institutes.
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